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Question 1  

Consider the following data relating to a typical basket of goods and services in the UK: 

Item Price on Jan 1st 20141 Price on Jan 1st 20152 
Loaf of bread (Warbutons white sliced toastie 800g) 85p £1 
1 pint of milk (SO Organic semi skimmed) 60p 60p 
Chicken breast (breast fillet 460g) £3 £3.30 
Eggs (free range woodland medium  SO organic x6) £1.50 £1.90 
King Edward potatoes (2.5kg) £1.90 £2 
Dove soap (x4) £3 £3 
Total   

a. What is the total of the current prices divided by the total of the old prices? 
b. Multiply this number by 100 to calculate the CPI level 
c. Subtract 100 to find the inflation rate 

 

Question 2  

Draw a dynamic AD-AS diagram the satisfies the following criteria: (i) the Solow growth rate is 2% 
per year; (ii) AD is consistent with a level of total spending (M+V) equal to 6% per year; (iii) SRAS is 
consistent with inflation expectations of 4% per year. If a productivity shock caused the Solow growth 
rate to increase to 4% per year what would inflation be if prices were perfectly flexible? (Assume 
spending growth (M+V) doesn’t change). 

 

Question 3  

Consider the disinflation that occurred in the U.S. in 1981-82 whilst Paul Volcker was Chairman of the 
Fed. Expected inflation and actual inflation are both 10%, real growth is 3%, and assume that velocity 
is 0%. Hence: 

AD: Money growth = Inflation + Real growth 

We can define a simple SRAS curve as follows: 

SRAS: Inflation = Expected inflation + 1 x (Real growth rate – Solow growth rate) 

																																																								
* Professor of Economics, ESCP Europe Business School. Email: anthonyjevans@gmail.com. These 
questions are taken from the Markets for Managers Problem Set.  
1 These numbers are hypothetical 
2 These numbers are based on http://www.sainsburys.co.uk/ as of May 2015 
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a. Calculate how fast the money supply grew back when inflation was 10% in 1980 and real 
growth was at the Solow rate of 3%. How fast did the money supply grow at this point, 
before Volcker started fighting inflation? 

b. Calculate how fast Volcker will let the money supply grow in the long run, after he pulls 
inflation down to 4% per year. (Remember that he is assuming that in the long run the 
economy will grow at the Solow growth rate). 

c. In the short run, when Volcker cuts money growth to the rate calculated in part b, the 
economy won’t grow at the Solow rate. Instead, real output will grow at whatever rate the 
SRAS dictates. In terms of algebra, this means you have to combine the SRAS and the 
AD: it’s a system of two equations and two unknowns. You know the values of money 
growth, expected inflation and the Solow growth. Solve to find the values for real growth 
and inflation. 

 

Question 4 

The Taylor Rule is a general guideline that allows policymakers to ascertain an appropriate interest rate 
for various growth rates of inflation and output. We can use a simple version of the rule:3 

𝑖"# = 1 + 1.5×𝑃 − 𝑛 − 𝑛∗  
 

a. Assuming that the natural rate of unemployment is 8%, complete the following table to 
calculate the implied Taylor rule interest rate for Germany, France, Greece and the 
Eurozone, as of January 2013. 

Country Inflation Unemployment 
rate 

Unemployment 
gap 

Implied Taylor 
rule 

Germany 1.65 5.4   
France 1.17 10.8   
Greece 0.21 26.5   
Eurozone 2.00 12.0   

b. The main refinancing rate in January 2013 was 0.75. Based on the information above, 
was monetary policy too tight, or too loose in the Eurozone? 

 

Question 5 

In December 2013 many economists believed that there was a deficiency in aggregate demand (AD) in 
the Eurozone. The rate of inflation was 0.7% and real GDP growth was -0.1%. According to Eurostat 
the forecast for real GDP growth in 2 years time is 1.5%. If you assume that this is the Solow growth 
rate, and take an inflation target of 2%, by how much should policymakers attempt to increase AD by? 

Show your answer on a graph. 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
3 See Nechio, F., “Monetary policy when one size does not fit all” FRBSF Economic Letter, June 13th 
2011 
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Question 6 

According to Okun’s law a 2% increase in GDP is required to reduce unemployment by 1%. In late 
2008 Larry Summers feared that the US unemployment rate was set to reach 10%.4 

a. Assume that the natural rate of unemployment was 6%. By how many percentage points 
would GDP need to rise by to maintain unemployment at its natural rate? 

b. In 2008 US GDP was approximately $14.4 trillion. But how much would GDP need to rise to 
get unemployment down to its natural rate? 

 
 
 
Question 7 

In late 2008 US policymakers identified an output gap of $1.15 trillion. According to The Economist 
Obama estimated that the tax multiplier was 1.0 and the spending multiplier was 1.6. Assuming that the 
stimulus package was split 50-50, calculate the weighted multiplier. What size should the stimulus be? 

 

 

 

 

Answers: 

1 Inflation rate  

2 Inflation rate  

3 Inflation rate, Real growth  

4 Eurozone implied Taylor rule  

5 Required change in AD  

6 Required change in GDP  

7 Size of stimulus  

 

																																																								
4 See Weinzierl, M.C., and Werker, E.D., “Barack Obama and the Bush Tax Cuts” January 2009 


